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One of the most confusing issues for HR Professionals and employers is
determining when it is appropriate to terminate the employment of a long-term
disabled employee. This complex issue is fraught with legal risk and costly
litigation consequences if it is not managed correctly. However, the unfortunate
approach of many employers has been to simply ignore the issue which results in
a number of employees remaining on the books who have not actively worked in
years.

The Webinar Covers:

What steps are required to legally prove that a disabled employee is not
likely to return to work’
What medical information is an employer entitled to’
Is an employer required to pay full common law notice to a disabled
employee who is terminated’
Can a unionized employer rely on automatic termination clauses in
collective agreements’
Will the WSIB impose the new non-cooperation penalties against employers
after the re-employment has closed’
Does the referral of a worker to Work Reintegration (formerly Labour Market
Re-Entry) allow the employer to terminate
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